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ABSTRACT: We investigate light-induced conductance
enhancement in single-molecule junctions via photon-assisted
transport and hot-electron transport. Using 4,4′-bipyridine
bound to Au electrodes as a prototypical single-molecule
junction, we report a 20−40% enhancement in conductance
under illumination with 980 nm wavelength radiation. We
probe the effects of subtle changes in the transmission function
on light-enhanced current and show that discrete variations in
the binding geometry result in a 10% change in enhancement.
Importantly, we prove theoretically that the steady-state
behavior of photon-assisted transport and hot-electron trans-
port is identical but that hot-electron transport is the dominant
mechanism for optically induced conductance enhancement in single-molecule junctions when the wavelength used is absorbed
by the electrodes and the hot-electron relaxation time is long. We confirm this experimentally by performing polarization-
dependent conductance measurements of illuminated 4,4′-bipyridine junctions. Finally, we perform lock-in type measurements of
optical current and conclude that currents due to laser-induced thermal expansion mask optical currents. This work provides a
robust experimental framework for studying mechanisms of light-enhanced transport in single-molecule junctions and offers tools
for tuning the performance of organic optoelectronic devices by analyzing detailed transport properties of the molecules involved.
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The ability to control charge transport across single-
molecule devices using light would provide an important

break-through toward the expansion of functionality at the
nanometer scale.1−4 Theoretical studies have predicted that the
conductance of a single molecule could be enhanced upon
illumination via a mechanism commonly referred to as photon-
assisted transport (PAT).5−8 PAT was first observed in
superconductors under microwave radiation,9,10 but the photon
flux necessary to observe PAT in single-molecule junctions is
often much larger than what can be achieved using traditional
diffraction-limited optics. However, with recent advances in
photonics electromagnetic fields can be concentrated into
subdiffraction-limited volumes by coupling the fields to the
localized surface plasmons resonances of metal nanostructures,
making it possible to observe light-enhanced charge transport
through molecular systems.11−16

Several pioneering experiments have attributed optically
induced current enhancements in tunnel junctions,17−21 gold
point-contacts,22−24 and, more recently, molecular junc-
tions25−27 to PAT. However, theoretical28−31 and experimen-
tal32−35 studies have shown that the same localized surface
plasmons that confine light around nanostructures also give rise
to populations of hot-electrons. Despite strong interest in both
phenomena, there has been little discussion of the relationship
between PAT and hot-electron transport,36 and it is often

assumed that all observed optical signatures are due to one
effect or the other. Furthermore, studies of PAT in single-
molecule systems either have stringent fabrication require-
ments27 or do not reliably couple light into the junction.25

Previous works have shown that scanning tunneling
microscopes can be used to effectively couple photons into
single-molecule junctions.37,38 In this study, we utilize a similar
system which permits polarization-dependent measurement of
light-induced conductance enhancement over thousands of
junctions. By taking advantage of detailed knowledge of the
transport properties of 4,4′-bipyridine (BP) in an Au-
molecule−Au junction,39,40 we experimentally probe the
relationship between the molecular junction and light-induced
enhancement. We then use a Landauer-like model to show that
PAT and hot-electron transport have equivalent steady-state
current signatures. A straightforward calculation shows that hot-
electron transport constitutes the majority of light-induced
enhancement in conductance, which we validate experimen-
tally. Finally, we show that techniques that rely on modulating
the light intensity at low frequencies (<GHz) cannot be applied
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to these systems as thermal expansion effects will mask any
optical current.
We employed the scanning tunneling microscope break

junction (STM-BJ) method described in previous works41 to
characterize the electronic properties of BP in a metal−
molecule−metal contact geometry. We formed Au tips by
crimping Au wire with cutting pliers and used substrates made
by thermally evaporating approximately 100 nm of Au onto
mica sheets on steel pucks. After thermally evaporating BP onto
the substrate, we heated the substrate to 100 °C for
approximately 5 min to decrease the density of BP on the
surface. This additional procedure reduces the probability of
forming multimolecule junctions. We illuminated the junction
by focusing a 980 nm continuous-wave laser (Thorlabs, Inc.) at
the junction using a 50× microscope objective with numerical
aperture 0.42 and a working distance of 17 mm (Mitutoyo).
The beam was angled at 45 ± 2° with respect to the substrate
and polarized parallel to the plane of incidence, as shown in
Figure 1a. We operate the laser diode at around 100 mW and
estimate the peak intensity at the junction to be 2000−6000
kW·cm−2.
For each measurement, the Au tip was brought into contact

with the substrate until a conductance greater than 2 G0 was
achieved, where G0 = 2e2/h is the quantum of conductance.
The tip was then withdrawn at a velocity of 18 nm/s, during
which time conductance was measured as a function of tip/
sample displacement. Individual conductance traces show
characteristic plateaus at decreasing integer multiples of G0 as
the displacement increases. In addition, traces for BP typically
show two molecular plateaus at around 5.6 × 10−4 G0 and 1.3 ×
10−4 G0. The exact conductance peak values depend to some
extent on the molecule concentration42 and are therefore
slightly different from past works. The high- and low-
conducting BP junctions are attributed to two different
molecular binding geometries as has been discussed in detail
before.39 Thousands of individual conductance traces were
measured under ambient conditions, from which statistically
relevant conductance information can be extracted.
We conducted STM-BJ measurements on BP with and

without laser illumination at a bias of 180 mV. In order to
account for any potential time dependence, we switched the
laser on or off every 500 measurements. The experiment was
paused for 10 min every time the laser was switched on (off) to

allow the tip to expand (contract) and reach steady-state
temperature. We combined nine sets of 500 traces to create the
one-dimensional (1D) conductance histograms shown in
Figure 1b. Each histogram was created from 4500 con-
ductance-displacement traces collected without data selection,
logarithmically binned in units of G0, and normalized to the
number of traces represented. Both histograms show the two
conductance peaks, one high and one low, characteristic of Au−
BP−Au junctions. It is immediately apparent that the
conductance peaks for junctions under illumination (orange)
are shifted with respect to those of junctions without
illumination (blue). By fitting each histogram in Figure 1b
with a double Lorentzian curve, we extracted the most probable
conductance of a BP junction in either a high-conducting (teal-
filled) or low-conducting (magenta-filled) configuration.
Comparing the most probable conductance of dark and
illuminated junctions, we obtain a 27% and 33% enhancement
in conductance for high- and low-conductance peaks,
respectively.
Figure 1c shows the evolution of the high and low peak-

conductance values at 180 mV bias as the laser is switched on
and off, each point representing the fitted peaks in a
conductance histogram created from 500 individual traces.
The conductance is clearly modulated by near-infrared
illumination. The observed conductance enhancement and
switching behavior is reproducible with multiple tip and sample
pairs, although the actual conductance enhancement varies
between experiments because of variations in tip shape and
alignment. Across all experiments, however, the enhancement
observed in low-conducting peaks is always higher than that
observed in high-conducting peaks with enhancements of up to
60% in low-conducting junctions. Additionally, we observe a
small enhancement of around 1% in the 1 G0 conductance
peak, which is consistent with past reports.22,34

Before considering any conductance enhancement mecha-
nisms unique to light, we must rule out mechanisms pertaining
to thermal effects under illumination that might explain the
enhanced conductance. We first consider the impact of an
increase in the electrode equilibrium temperature due to laser
heating. To estimate the electrode temperature under
illumination, we performed STM-BJ measurements on BP
junctions while heating the substrate up to 110 °C using a
resistive heating element. Above 110 °C, we did not observe

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of an illuminated metal-molecule-metal junction with 4,4′-bipyridine (BP) in the low-conducting geometry. Arrows indicate
the direction of polarization. (b) Logarithmically binned 1D conductance histograms of BP junctions at 180 mV bias for dark (laser off) and
illuminated (laser on) junctions, normalized to the total number of junctions. Inset shows the high-conductance region for the same histograms. The
high (low) conductance peak is shaded in teal (magenta). (c) A series of conductance measurements where the laser is successively turned on and
off. Each point represents peak positions in a conductance histogram constructed from 500 traces. Error bars represent the standard error of the fit.
Binding geometry of high- and low-conductance configurations are depicted on the right.
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clear conductance peaks because BP desorbs from the substrate
at that temperature. This places an upper bound on the
temperature in the illuminated junctions. Additionally, heating
decreases the height of the conductance peak at 1 G0, similar to
what we observe under illumination (see inset of Figure 1b).
This is a result of increased mechanical instability of the Au
point-contact.43,44 Using the average number of points around
the 1 G0 peak in a single trace as a rough gauge of temperature,
we estimate that the junction is heated to about 45 °C under
illumination. More importantly, we find that the conductance
does not change with temperature (see Supporting Information
(SI) Figures S2c,d). We conclude, therefore, that the increase in
temperature cannot account for the conductance enhancement
observed under illumination.
Second, we briefly consider the impact of a temperature

differential between the two electrodes, either due to the spatial
profile of the beam cross-section or to geometric differences
between the tip and substrate that may give rise to
thermoelectric current. Thermopower measurements of BP at
temperature gradients of up to 27 °C produce around 20 pA of
thermoelectric currents.45 This is approximately 100 times
smaller than the typical currents in BP junctions under 180 mV
bias. As a result, the contribution of thermal gradients to the
current enhancement seen in Figure 1b can safely be neglected.
Next, we explore the impact of electrode separation on the

measured conductance enhancement. In each conductance
trace, we defined zero displacement as the position where the
conductance falls below 0.5 G0, corresponding to where the
Au−Au junction was broken. We created two-dimensional
(2D) conductance-displacement histograms of the data
presented in Figure 1b by simultaneously binning each data
point with respect to conductance and displacement. These are
shown in Figure 2a,b for dark and illuminated junctions,
respectively. In both histograms, we again see the two
characteristic conductances with the low-conductance geometry
only occurring after the junction has been extended by around
2 Å. When the laser is on, we make two observations. First, the
high-conductance plateaus are on average shorter by almost 0.5
Å and there are more junctions that form low-conductance
traces, as indicated by the color scale. Second, the junctions
break to noise much sooner, as evidenced by the early onset of
the noise floor. We attribute these phenomena to the
aforementioned decrease in junction lifetimes owing to the
raised temperature.
Because the conductance of BP is inversely proportional to

electrode separation, it is important to check that the shifts
upon illumination are not due to selection bias against more

extended (less conducting) junctions. To this end, we
constructed conductance histograms shown in Figure 2c by
considering only data points that are measured at a junction
separation between 3 and 3.5 Å, depicted by the vertical lines in
the 2D histograms (Figure 2a,b). The histograms in Figure 2c
are normalized to the total number of points falling within the
specified range. Fitting these histograms to double Lorentzian
functions returns an enhancement in conductance of 14% and
34% for high- and low-conductance peaks, respectively,
accentuating the difference in enhancement between the
different binding geometries of BP. This rules out the
possibility that the observed enhancement in illuminated
junctions is merely due to selection bias against low-conducting
junctions.
We now turn to an explanation of the conductance

enhancement seen in Figure 1b in terms of a Landauer-like
model of electron transport. In this model, current through a
junction under an externally applied bias voltage without
illumination is written as46,47
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where ID is the dark current, V is the applied bias voltage, f L
and f R are the equilibrium Fermi distributions of left and right
electrodes, respectively, and T(E) is the junction transmission
function. The energy E is referenced to the Fermi energy of the
electrodes. The dark current is a function of the applied bias
and the transmission function with a modest temperature
dependence through the Fermi function.
For junctions under illumination, we must consider two main

changes to eq 1. First, electronic states in the molecule interact
with the electromagnetic field, resulting in a modified
transmission function T′(E). The time-averaged current
through the junction is obtained by substituting eq 2 into eq
1, where Vopt is the amplitude of the alternating voltage
generated across the junction by the light, Jn denotes the nth
order Bessel function of the first kind, and ℏω is the photon
energy.5,7
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The modified transmission function is simply a sum of the
original transmission function shifted by integer multiples of
ℏω. The square of the Bessel function gives the probability of
absorbing or emitting n photons, and the transmission function

Figure 2. Two-dimensional conductance-displacement histograms of BP measured (a) without and (b) with illumination. Vertical lines delimit the
range of displacement values used to construct (c), a 1D conductance histogram, normalized to the total number of points collected in the range of
selected displacement values. The shift in Figure 1b is preserved under this analysis.
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in each term of the sum is shifted to account for the new energy
of the tunneling electron. When the field intensity is small such
that eVopt ≪ ℏω, multiple-photon absorption and emission
processes (|n| > 1) can be neglected. The modified transmission
function can then be expanded to second order in eVopt/ℏω
and rewritten as the original transmission function plus a term
proportional to the light intensity.
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The modification of the transmission function represents the
PAT discussed in the introduction and is often attributed to the
work of Tien and Gordon.10 The Tien−Gordon model
assumes that PAT is an adiabatic process and that the
interaction between the electrons and the electromagnetic
field occurs only in the bridge and not in the leads.1,5,48 Because
the HOMO−LUMO gap of BP is much larger than the photon
energy49,50 and the frequency used in this experiment is smaller
than the plasma frequency of gold, we expect this model to
qualitatively capture the steady-state behavior of PAT.
The second modification to the transport model under

illumination pertains to the electron distributions in the leads.
As noted before, the steady-state temperature in the leads is
raised under illumination, which changes the Fermi distribution
slightly. More importantly, electrons in the leads can absorb
photons, which results in transient nonequilibrium electron
distributions that decay via electron−electron interactions and
electron−phonon coupling.51,52 The time required for these so-
called hot-electron distributions to thermalize into equilibrium
Fermi distributions is around 500 fs,53,54 at least an order of
magnitude longer than the charge transfer time across a
pyridine/gold interface.55 We argue, therefore, that the Fermi
distributions in eq 1 should be replaced with the non-
equilibrium hot-electron distribution f hot given in eq 4,54 where
f ′ denotes the equilibrium Fermi distribution for a slightly
elevated temperature and Δρ0 is a constant proportional to the
intensity of the illumination. Like T′(E) for PAT, f hot is the
original Fermi-distribution plus a term proportional to the light
intensity such that f hot reduces to the Fermi-distribution in the
limit that the light intensity goes to zero. This substitution is
similar to those performed in recent works.33,34
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In order to understand how PAT and hot-electron
distributions enhance the current in BP, we consider the two
mechanisms separately. On the basis of theoretical and
experimental work, the transmission function for BP junctions
is well approximated by a single Lorentzian function given in eq
5, where ε is the alignment of the frontier molecular orbital
from the Fermi level of the electrodes and Γ is the energy-
independent broadening of the molecular resonance coupled to
the electrodes.56
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The transmission function for high-conducting BP junctions
is given by the teal curve in Figure 3a. If we approximate the
Fermi distribution with a step function, the additional current
due to PAT alone is proportional to the blue area less twice the
red area. It is apparent from Figure 3a that for a given applied
bias, the optical current is maximum when ℏω = ε. For the
high-conducting configuration of BP junctions, ε is measured to
be 1.2 eV, justifying our choice of wavelength, which has
photon energy 1.27 eV.40

Now we determine the effect of the hot-electron distribution
without PAT. Figure 3b provides the calculated hot-electron
distribution for the left and right electrodes, assuming Δρ0 =
10−3 and a junction bias of 180 mV. Taking the difference
reveals that the overall effect of the hot-electron distribution is
to sample the transmission function above and below the Fermi
level in much the same manner as PAT. Indeed, if Δρ0 =
(eVopt/2ℏω)

2, we expect the current enhancement arising
purely from the hot electrons to be indistinguishable from
current enhancement due to PAT (assuming equilibrium Fermi
distributions).
To show this explicitly, we computed the current enhance-

ment ratio Iopt/ID as a function of bias for both high- and low-
conducting junctions (Figure 3c), where the current in
illuminated junctions Iopt is calculated in two ways. We first
assumed that the enhancement is due purely to PAT,
substituting eq 3 into eq 1 and using equilibrium Fermi

Figure 3. (a) Calculated transmission function of the high-conducting configuration of BP on a semilog plot. The additional current from photon-
assisted tunneling is proportional to the blue area less twice the red area. The inset compares the transmission functions of high-conducting (teal)
and low-conducting (magenta) BP junctions. Energy is referenced to the Fermi energy of the electrodes. (b) The computed hot-electron distribution
for the right (solid-green) and left (dashed-green) electrodes for Δρ0 = 10−3 and junction bias of 180 mV. The difference is the shaded area. (c)
Calculated enhancement ratios as a function of bias using the transmission function of high-conducting (teal) and low-conducting (magenta) BP
junctions. Solid curves were calculated using only photon-assisted tunneling; circular markers were calculated using only hot electron distributions.
These curves cannot be distinguished.
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distributions at an elevated temperature. A Vopt of 50 mV
returns values consistent with our experiment. The computed
enhancement ratio is higher for low-conducting junctions than
for high-conducting junctions at all biases, completely
consistent with our experimental results. We show in the SI
that this is predominantly a consequence of the smaller
coupling, Γ, in low-conducting junctions. Second, we computed
the enhancement ratio using only hot-electron distributions,
substituting the Fermi distributions in eq 1 with eq 4 without
changing the transmission function to calculate Iopt. For a direct
comparison with PAT, we chose Δρ0 = (eVopt/2ℏω)

2. As
demonstrated by the circular markers in Figure 3c, the effect of
hot electrons on transport is indistinguishable from the time-
averaged effects of PAT. A more formal argument is provided in
the SI. Thus, measurements of time-averaged transport under
illumination cannot be used to distinguish between hot-electron
transfer and PAT. It is necessary, therefore, to estimate the
relative contributions of PAT and hot-electron distributions.
To this end, we estimated Δρ0 in terms of the absorption

coefficient α, the hot-electron relaxation time τ, the density of
states g, the electron−phonon mean free path λ, and the
electrode separation distance d in eq 6 below. c, ϵ0, and e are
speed of light, free space permittivity, and elementary charge,
respectively. Plugging in values from previous experi-
ments53,57−60 into eq 6 shows that the effect of hot-electron
distributions is more than 100 times that of PAT.
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To see if this is indeed an accurate estimate for Δρ0, we
carried out the same experiments but with the laser polarization
rotated to be orthogonal to the junction axis (parallel to the
substrate). In Figure S7 of the SI, we show conductance
histograms measured under this configuration where we clearly
observe a conductance enhancement, albeit reduced. This is
explained by a reduced plasmonic field enhancement, which is
minimized when the polarization is perpendicular to the
junction direction. Because the electric field must be parallel to
the junction axis for photon-assisted transport to occur, the
observed enhancement must be due to hot-electron distribu-
tions.
Having established that a simple STM-BJ setup is capable of

measuring light-induced enhancement in conductance of BP
metal−molecule−metal junctions, we explore lock-in techni-

ques within this framework where the power of the laser is
modulated at a specific frequency.19,20,22,33 Currents that are
modulated at the same frequency are measured using lock-in
techniques and can be attributed to the laser light. However,
ascribing the modulated currents to either PAT or hot-electron
transport is complicated by thermal expansion. As the
electrodes absorb photons, their temperature increases,
resulting in thermal expansion.61,62 This decreases the junction
gap, which in turn increases the tunneling current. Thus,
thermal expansion introduces an additional mechanism by
which the current in the junction is modulated at the light
modulation frequency, which must be decoupled from
mechanisms uniquely induced by light.
Figure 4a illustrates the modified STM-BJ technique used to

perform lock-in measurements. Instead of pulling the junction
continuously, the piezoelectric positioner was stopped and held
for 150 ms under an applied bias of 450 mV upon breaking the
Au point-contact. During this hold segment, the stage was
modulated at 7 kHz with an amplitude of 0.1 Å to mimic
thermal expansion. The laser power was modulated at 11 kHz
throughout the experiment by directly modulating the laser
current source. However, because the junction can only sustain
up to 2 Å of mechanical modulation before either breaking or
forming gold point-contacts, we reduce the peak laser intensity
by at least a factor of 2. The currents at the two modulation
frequencies were extracted from a Fourier transform of the
measured current, as shown in the inset. We will refer to the
current at 7 kHz as mechanical current and the current at 11
kHz as optical current.
A 2D histogram of optical current against conductance

representing over 10,000 traces is displayed in Figure 4b. We
observe a linear dependence of optical current on the average
conductance of the junction. Crucially, the measured optical
currents are at least 100 times higher than predicted by our
model, suggesting that the bulk of the current is due to a
thermally induced mechanical modulation of the junction. As
confirmation, we plotted a 2D histogram of optical current
against mechanical current in Figure 2c. The strong correlation
between the optical and mechanical current (correlation factor
= 0.98) indicates a shared mechanism for modulation, namely
changes in electrode separation. This result was also
reproduced in tunnel junctions and gold point-contacts, as
well as under different wavelengths of illumination (see SI).
We conclude that measurement techniques that rely on

modulating the light intensity can only yield unambiguous

Figure 4. (a) Conductance and piezo displacement trace for a single high-conducting junction. Inset displays Fourier transform of current with peaks
at 7 and 11 kHz corresponding to the mechanical and laser power modulation, respectively. (b) A 2D optical current versus conductance histogram
of 10 000 BP junctions. (c) A 2D optical current versus mechanical current histograms of the same data in (b). Strong correlation suggests a shared
mechanism.
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results when the absorption of the selected wavelength by the
electrodes is negligible. Studies that use electromagnetic waves
in the terahertz spectrum take advantage of this scenario.27

Furthermore, we have demonstrated that investigations of PAT
must be performed under conditions where the lifetime of hot-
electrons is much shorter than the charge transfer time (which
is inversely proportional to the coupling Γ) or where no hot-
electron distributions are created, motivating further studies in
the terahertz spectrum.
We have shown that the conductance of a single molecule

junction can be enhanced under near-infrared radiation and
find that the enhancement is predominantly due to hot-electron
transport. Furthermore, the different binding geometries of
4,4′-bipyridine also reveal how subtle changes in the trans-
mission function affect hot-electron transport, establishing
some basic rules for designing organic photoswitches. We have
shown experimentally that the coupling of the molecule to the
electrodes controls the optical on−off ratio, and theory predicts
that low-voltage devices will be very sensitive to photon energy.
These ideas pave the way toward tailored molecular-scale
optoelectronic devices.
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